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The Loss & Damage Debate
•

•
•
•
•
•

AOSIS in 1991 proposed establishment of
a compensation scheme for the most vulnerable
small island and low-lying coastal states
Warsaw Loss and Damage mechanism
institutionalised in 2013
L&D has stand-alone article in Paris
agreement 2015
Contested policy space
Warsaw mechanism to be reviewed at COP25
end 2019
IPCC picked up the debate in the SR1.5

Perspectives on Loss and Damage

Boyd et al., 2017

Adaptation limits & frontiers
Definitions
•

Loci at which adaptation actions can no longer guarantee key actor
objectives or system’s needs can no longer be achieved (Klein et al. (2014):

•

Hard Limit: “The point at which no actions are possible to avoid irreversible
impacts.”
---> Typical for natural systems with no/little adaptive capacity

•

Soft limits: options are currently not available to avoid intolerable risks
through adaptive action. Depending on context, soft limits become hard, if
the exposed have no means and space to move
---> Typical for social systems

•

Intolerable risks suggest a point where an actor/population/sector must
either live with the risk of escalating losses and damages, or transform to
avoid the risk (Dow et al. 2013).

•

Adaptation frontier: a “socio-ecological system’s transitional adaptive
operating space between safe and unsafe domains” (Preston et al. 2014)

Limits, adaptation, frontiers

Chapter 13: Laura Schäfer, Koko Warner, Sönke Kreft.
Exploring and Managing Adaptation Frontiers
with Climate Risk Insurance.

IPCC SR1.5 report: Incremental and
transformational adaptation

De Coninck et al. 2018
(IPCC SR1.5, Ch. 4)

Multiple Methods
• Conceptualization
• Biophysical impact modelling & climate scenarios
• Expert-based compound risk analysis & climate
scenarios
• Surveys, focus groups, stakeholder workshops on risks
and responses
• Risk comparisons

Evidence: Soft and hard limits

Cross-chapter box in Roy et al. 2018 (IPCC SR1.5 ch. 5)

Evidence on risks, adaptation and limits
System (RFC)

Regions

1.5°C

2°C

Adaptation

Scope for
adaptation

Limit

Coral reefs (1)

Tropics

70-90% loss

99% loss

Artificial reefs,
water clean-up and
cooling

Very limited

Hard

Terrestrial and
wetland
ecosystems (1)

Global

18% of
insects, 16%
of plants and
8% of
vertebrates

Water & vegetation
management,
increased
connectivity

Limited

Hard

Human Health
(2,3,4)

Global,
part.
tropics

6% of insects, 8% of
plants and 4% of
vertebrates lose over
50% of the climatically
determined geographic
range
+ 350 million people
exposed to deadly
heatwaves in
megacities by 2050

[not
reported]

Hydration, cooling
zones, green roofs

Medium,
low in
tropics

Soft and
hard (e.g.
for outdoor
workers)

Coastal
livelihoods and
islands (2,3)

Global,
Asia, SIDS
in Pacific
and
Caribbean

Low-medium

Hard

31-69 million people at 32-79 million Coastal defences,
risk. Sea level rise,
people at
ecosystem-based
increased wave run up, risk
adaptation,
increased aridity &
decreased
freshwater availability
leaving several atoll
islands uninhabitable

Based on IPCC, 2018
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Hydration, cooling
zones, green roofs

Medium,
low in
tropics

Soft and
hard (e.g.
for outdoor
workers)

Coastal
livelihoods
and islands
(2,3)

Global,
Asia, SIDS
in Pacific
and
Caribbean

31-69 million people at
risk. Sea level rise,
increased wave run up,
increased aridity &
decreased
freshwater availability
leaving several atoll
islands uninhabitable

32-79
million
people at
risk

Coastal defences,
ecosystem-based
adaptation,

Lowmedium

Hard

Based on IPCC, 2018

L&D book: further tentative evidence of limits and
frontiers
Vanuatu
Bangladesh
Marshall Islands

Arctic
Lake
Chad
Senegal
Nepal

Peru

SIDS: IPCC expert risk analysis

Nurse et al., 2014

Risk and policy space
Pacific SIDS
Risk today

Currently
unavoided-risk
reduction potential
Unavoidable

Chapter 15: John Handmer and Johanna Nalau. Understanding Loss and
Damage in Pacific Small Island Developing States

Risk and policy space
Pacific SIDS

Transformational
CCA
Adaptation
limit

DRR&CCA
Add. residual
risk

Residual risk

Chapter 15: John Handmer and Johanna Nalau. Understanding Loss and
Damage in Pacific Small Island Developing States

India Tamil Nadu
Household survey on risk perception and options

GIZ&IIASA, 2018

Risk and adaptation
Cyclones, flooding and salinization
Tamil Nadu
High

Moderate

Fundamental

Incremental
Low

Keep land uncultivated & seek alternative
livelihoods

Salt-tolerant high-yielding varieties of
paddy seeds

Sea dyke
Desalinization of land
Desalted canal
Overhead water tank

Baseline risk

RISK

Transformational

Today
Risk and options space in Tamil Nadu as identified from household responses (farm level)
GIZ and IIASA unpublished

Conclusions and implications
• First time Loss and Damage picked up by the IPCC - framed
around limits
• Some, tentative evidence on limits
• Hard limits: robust for some natural systems and hard limits
(coral reefs: high confidence) informing need for
transformational mitigation
• Soft limits
– shaped by social processes - social constructions
– Frontiers can be a useful concept
– Soft limits observable through ex post responses 
informing need/potential for transformational
adaptation
• Quant&qual evidence important for discussion on “beyond
adaptation:” Loss and Damage

L&D Book (open access):
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-72026-5

Loss and Damage Network

Example: Barnett et al., 2015

